The intensive synchrotron radiation resulting from the quarks interacting with a collective confining color field in relativistic heavy ion collisions is discussed. The spectrum of hard photons is calculated and compared with experimental data to demonstrate a feasibility of this magnetic bremsstrahlung-like raiation. The study of early predicted specific anisotropy of the lepton angle distribution with respect to the three-momentum of pair is suggested to take this mechanism as the preferred one among other sources of direct photons and dileptons to probe the confinement features.
I. INTRODUCTION
Search for the signals of a new state of matter, quarkgluon plasma (QGP), is one of the main goals of experiments on heavy-ion collisions at high energies at modern colliders RHIC and LHC and at coming soon facilities FAIR and NICA. The characteristics of the lepton and photon spectra (the so-called electromagnetic probes) are mostly suitable (see, e.g., the pioneering works [1, 2] and the recent reviews [3, 4] ) for this purpose, since photons and leptons freely leave the plasma region without interacting with the quarks and gluons, so that they are source of direct information on the state of hot hadronic matter.
Recently a clear excess of direct photons above the expectation from scaled pp collisions was observed by the PHENIX [5] and ALICE [6] Collaborations. However, this enhanced photon yield was underestimated by the thermal (QGP) radiation calculated in theory. Moreover, unexpected from theory predictions these photons carry also the large azimuthal momentum anisotropy [7] very close to the hadron one. Up to now theoretical calculations still underestimated these challenging measurements [3, 4] . This tension has been known as "direct photon flow puzzle". Now several phenomenological suggestions [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] are under discussion to understand an origin of this exciting observation. Fortunately, the situation with improving a description of global photon data overall is gradually becoming more controlled [19] though with one disadvantage which is a number of photon sources getting larger. In our previous works [20, 21] we have suggested significantly alternative mechanism that contributes to the observed anisotropy of direct photons and is yet apparently not taken into consideration in the available phenomenological estimates. The reference is to a "magnetic bremsstrahlung-like radiation" (or synchrotron radiation in present terminology) of quarks in the collective color field ensuring confinement. We have found that the total intensity of such a radiation for the hot medium of size 1-10 fm that is expected in ultrarelativistic collisions of heavy ions is comparable with that of the volume mechanism of photon and dilepton production in the temperature range of T = 200 − 500 MeV. A relative effect is quantitatively regulated by the three basic parameters: the QGP temperature T , the characteristic medium (QGP) size R, and the confining force σ, which are fixed. Possible uncertainties come mainly from the simple modeling of confinement and simplification of the QGP geometry what, however, allowed us to obtain estimates in the transparent analytical form.
What would be convincing in this paper we focus on the spectrum of the hard enough bremsstrahlung photons which can be also estimated and therefore can be directly compared with experimental data. Our note is organized as follows. First, we describe our theoretical approach and estimate the spectrum of photons with the large enough transverse momenta. After comparison with experimental data we discuss the pecularity in the angular photons and dileptons distribution which can help us to select this mechanism among other sources of direct photons and dileptons and to probe the confinement properties. In the conclusion we summarize the main results.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Since we develop a quite not common scenario of the photons and dileptons production here we start from the basic statements and equations following our old papers [22] [23] [24] [25] to be clear and easy verifiable. We assume that the interaction of the QGP volume with a color object intersecting its boundary effectively reduces to the appearance of a constant restoring force σ. Apparently, this force is acting along the normal to the plasma surface. As a result, each light quark (antiquark) at the boundary of the system volume moves along a curve trajectory and (as any classical charge undergoes an acceleration) emits photons. This magnetic bremsstrahlung radiation is sufficiently intensive for light quarks due to the large magnitude of the "string tension" σ ≃ 0.2 Gev 2 as fixed in the chromoelectric flux tube model [26] [27] [28] .
A large value of the confining force σ results in the large magnitude of characteristic parameter
for u and d quarks (the strong-field case), where E and m are the energy and mass of the emitting particle, respectively. According to Refs. [22-24, 29, 30] in this regime of the strong field the probability of emitted photons is independent of the mass of the emitting particle and the spectral distribution can be represented as
where α = 1/137 is the fine structure constant, e q is the quark charge in units of electron charge and ϕ is the angle between the quark velocity and the direction of quark confining force (the normal to the QGP surface in our case). This expression hold for all frequencies ω except those near E. The time interval of quark motion (the "radiation time") in the field σ is order of E/σ. Detailed calculations tracing the dynamics of quark and chromoelectric tube motion give the same magnitude [27, 28] . If the confining force acts along the z-axis we have the equation of motion for a quark crossing a surface of QGP volume in the following form:
where p z0 > 0, p y0 , p x0 are the initial values of the corresponding components of quark momentum. Further we suppose that at each instant of time the direction of the emitted photons coincides with the direction of the quark velocity (since an ultrarelativistic particle emits photons at small (∼ m/E) angles around the instantaneous direction of the velocity); then from Eq. (1) we find the following spectral angular distribution of photons radiated at one quark "reflection" from the QGP surface:
where v(t) is the quark velocity vector, n is the unit vector along the photon momentum and
Now knowing the laws of motion, it is easy to determine the spectral angular distribution of photons radiated per unit time per unit surface area of plasma. Folding (3) with the flux of quark reaching the boundary and integrating over initial quark momenta we have
where
, e u and e d are the u-and d-quark charges, g = spin × color = 6 is the number of quark degrees of freedom, T is the plasma temperature. ϕ 0 is the angle between the normal to QGP surface and the direction of emitted photons. The total number of radiated photons can be obtained from Eq. (4), integrating over dω and dΩ in the following form
The equations (1) and (4) are key in the theory of synchrotron radiation concerning the QGP. We stress once more an existence of the boundary bremsstrahlung is based on three quite realistic assumptions: 1) confinement; 2) the presence of relativistic light quarks (u and d quarks) in the hot medium; 3) the semiclassical nature of their motion.
Further phenomenological estimates demand the specification of the QGP geometry and evolution. In this point we go by a traditional "well-trodden" way. In the picture of employing a hydrodynamical scaling solution [31] , one has a cylindrically symmetric plasma volume (for central collisions) expanding in the longitudinal directions. Taking for the QGP an ideal gas equations of state, we have
where T 0 is the temperature at the proper time τ 0 of hydrodynamic stage.
To exclude the uncertainties in these initial parameters T 0 and τ 0 we have compared our mechanism of photon radiation with volume [1, 2] photon radiation ("Compton scattering of gluons", gq → γq and annihilation of quarkantiquark pairs,→ γg) using the approximate analytical estimates [32] . At such a normalization we have found [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] that the functional distinction between the proposed mechanism and the "standard" volumetric one is mainly determined by the parameter that is just the dimensionless combination as (rT
One should note that it is ≃ 1 on setting r ≃ 0.6 fm at T c = 200 MeV, here r is the cylinder radius, T c is the phase -transition temperature (not the initial T 0 !). Thus we have concluded [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] that the interaction of quarks with the collective color field confining them results in an intensive enough radiation of the magnetic bremsstrahlung type (synchrotron radiation) to be observed in principle at least concerning the total rate. Now we are ready to present a more convincing evidence in favor of the boundary bremsstrahlung appealing to experimental data directly, what will be done in the next Section.
III. THE SPECTRUM OF PHOTONS WITH LARGE TRANSVERSE MOMENTA VERSUS EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Let us discuss the question of the number of hard enough γ-quanta appearing as the result of magnetic bremsstrahlung radiation of quarks. Naturally the dominant contribution to the total photon number (Eq. (5) comes from soft γ-quanta, but the presence of the large background of π 0 → 2γ decays and other numerous sources makes it practically impossible to employ it as indicator of plasma formation events. That is why it is interesting to extract the spectrum of γ-quanta with large transverse momenta. Our approach also allows us to estimate this. From our "master" Eq. (4) we obtain
In the limit k ⊥ ≫ T Eq. (8) simplifies considerably and the spectrum can be written as
where C = 0.52g · 2 1/6 Γ 2 (5/6)π −5/2 /Γ(5/3) ≃ 0.29 is the result of averaging over angles.
This spectrum (9) is already suitable for comparison with experimental data after the appropriate specification of the QGP geometry and evolution. For central collisions one has a cylindrically symmetric plasma volume expanding in the longitudinal directions in accordance with Eq. (6) as a quite reasonable description. Therefore integration of Eq. (9) over the QGP surface, taking into account evolution, gives
with
and y is the rapidity. In Fig. 1 this spectrum (10) is presented for the different input parameters T 0 and τ 0 at the transverse size of QGP system fixed as r = 10 fm (T c = 0.2 GeV and σ = 0.2 Gev 2 was fixed early). Experimental data from Ref. [6] in the most central Pb-Pb collisions for the 0-20 % centrality class at mid-rapidity y in the transverse momentum range 1 < k t < 4 GeV/c are also presented for a comparison. The absolute normalization of the synchrotron radiation is very sensitive to the two input parameters T 0 and τ 0 which are, however, an attribute of any hydrodynamically inspired model, but not the feature of the boundary bremsstrahlung itself. That is why we have early preferred to compare the total intensity with that of the volume mechanism of photon production, where the uncertainties above is not significant at all. We emphasize once more the scenario developed here has no special additional free parameters except those used in all hydrodynamically inspired models. At the "nominal" values of these input parameters T 0 = 0.9 GeV and τ 0 = 0.1 fm (often used at the LHC energy for Pb-Pb collisions) the synchrotron radiation contributes to the experimentally measured rate of direct photons at the level of 10%. In Fig. 2 we compare the spectrum (10) with experimental data for the 20-40 % centrality class also calculating the "characteristic" transverse size of QGP system over the simple scaling option [33] : r(b) = r 1 − b/2r with b being the impact parameter and c = (b/2r) 2 being the geometrical centrality. For this 20-40 % centrality class < r(b) >≃ 7 fm is used and a constant C of averaging in Eq. (9) is not recalculated for simplicity since its variation is expected to be unessential. The relative weight of the boundary bremsstrahlung should be larger for the larger centrality classes as it was revealed in our previous works [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] : a factor (rT
in the case of the total intensity and a factor (rk
in the case of the photon rate with the large transverse momenta. Figure 2 is just presented only to illustrate the growth of the relative weight of the boundary bremsstrahlung with the decrease of the characteristic size of QGP system (the increase of the impact factor) with other parameters being the same.
Thus the synchrotron radiation can really help in improving a description of global photon data (the upper curves with the input parameters T 0 = 0.9 GeV and τ 0 = 0.2 fm is very impressive). In any case now we have a good "experimental" foundation in favor of the existence of such not common mechanism. However, the availability of other numerous sources does not allow us to select the contribution of the boundary bremsstrahlung unambiguously in spite of the different dependence on the temperature, transverse momenta and system size (which is not so crucial to distinguish it among other sources). In the next Section we will discuss the possibility to select this uncommon source of photons and dileptons production among other knew ones using its unique featurea high degree of photon polarization.
IV. THE PECULIARITIES IN ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS AND DISCUSSION
The synchrotron radiation is characterized by a high degree of photon polarization and the phenomena of electron self-polarization [30] , which clearly distinguish it from the "standard" mechanism of photon production over Compton scattering and annihilation. When the photon polarization is taken into account, the equations corresponding to (1) have the form
with dNγ dωdt is determined by Eq. (1) and corresponded to the case where a summation is made over the photon polarization. l = 1 describes a right-handed circularly polarized photon and l = −1 describes a left-handed circularly polarized photon. N 1 corresponds to linear polarization of the photon along the vector e 1 , N 2 corresponds to linear polarization of the photon along the vector e 2 .
The vectors e 1 and e 2 are given by
where k is the photon momentum. In our approximation the effect of quark selfpolarization (as the result of magnetic bremsstrahlung radiation) is absent, because terms linear in the quark polarization (in the case of polarization along the vector e 1 ) arise only in the next order of the expansion in inverse powers of the large parameter χ. We recall that for ultrarelativistic electrons moving in a magnetic field the parameter χ is, as rule, small and the self-polarization effect does occur [30] .
As far as photons are concerned for them it is usual to have a high degree of polarization along the vector e 2 . This vector is perpendicular to the photon momentum and lies in the plane formed by the momentum of photon and the normal to QGP surface (the direction of the confining force σ). Thus, the presence of a photon polarization is closely related to the geometrical feature of the QGP volume, over whose surface we should integrate. In a collision of relativistic heavy nuclei there is a special direction -the collision axis. In the picture of employing a hydrodynamical scaling solution [31] , one has a cylindrically symmetric plasma volume (for central collisions) expanding in the longitudinal directions and the calculations for the final polarization can be done in the explicit form [23] .
The primary degree of polarization
reduces to about 20% for a plasma with a cylindrically symmetric volume after the transparent, but laborious calculations [23] . These photons are dominantly polarized along the normal to the plane spanned by the momentum of registered photons and the cylinder axis. The appearance of such a polarization is closely connected with the choice of direction of the confining force and its value is virtually insensitive to the parameters regulating an intensity of radiation. Consequently, these boundary photons can also be polarized for other "nonideal" shapes of QGP surface possessing this decisive feature. The corresponding calculations of the polarization degree in a lucid form can be very complicated.
Since the difficulties in registering photon polarization entail many problems for experimental search for this effect, we have recently suggested in Ref. [21] (see, also quite lately Ref. [34] ) that observing lepton-pair spectra resulting from the polarization of intermediate photon could be a potentially efficient probe of QGP [35, 36] if formed in collisions of ultrarelativistic ions.
We have found that the lepton distribution in the ra-diation angle takes the form
at the decay of massive photons with the four-momentum k into a lepton pair with the four-momenta of the lepton p 1 and antilepton p 2 . Deriving Eq. (13) we define n(1 + δ)/3 as the photon number of the states with polarization vector e 1 , n(1 − δ)/3 as the photon number of the states with polarization vector e 2 and n/3 as the same with polarization vector e 3 , and choose the reference frame with the z axis directed along the three-vector k and the x and y axes tallying with the directions of e 1 and e 2 , and e 1 = {0, 1, 0, 0}, e 2 = {0, 0, 1, 0},
In the case when the photons are unpolarized or have longitudinal polarization (along the vector e 3 ) the angular lepton distribution is independent of the azimuthal angle φ 1 . However, if a massive photon has transverse (in the three-dimensional space) polarization (δ is not zero) a characteristic dependence on the azimuthal angle φ 1 takes place. In the regime of strong field (the large magnitude of characteristic parameter χ), the intermediate photons could be considered up to the masses √ k 2 ≃ √ σ = 0.45 GeV as having a small virtuality and their properties are quite close to real photons [37] . It means these photons are transversely polarized with practically the same degree of polarization δ about 20% as calculated for real photons at a cylindrically symmetric geometry. Thus the "bremsstrahlung" leptons could be identified by measuring their angle anisotropy that is absent in the Drell-Yan mechanism and the "standard" volumetric mechanism. The possibility to observe experimentally this effect is supported by our estimates made here and early for the rate of the boundary photons and dileptons.
In our previous works [20, 21] we have also drawn the attention to the fact that the synchrotron radiation will be nonisotropic for the noncentral collisions as another distinctive feature. Indeed, photons are emitted mainly around the direction determined by the normal to the ellipsoid-like surface. In the transverse (x-y) plane (the beam is running along (z)-axis) the direction of this normal (emitted photons) is determined by the spatial azimuthal angle φ s = tan −1 (y/x) as
The shape of quark-gluon system surface in transverse plane is controlled by the radii r x = r(1 − ǫ) and r y = r √ 1 − ǫ 2 with the eccentricity ǫ = b/2r (b is the impact parameter, r is the radius of the colliding (identical) nuclei). In this case the "mean normal" is not zero and is equal to 2π 0 dφ s cos(2φ γ )/(2π) = ǫ.
This means that the photon azimuthal anisotropy, characterized by the second Fourier component
is not also zero and is simply proportional to this "mean normal"
The coefficient of elliptic anisotropy for dilepton pairs (the study of which was suggested in Ref. [11] ) will be also proportional to the eccentricity of QGP system as it takes place for the bremsstrahlung real photons and can be experimentally measured.
V. CONCLUSION
The main message of our present investigation is the following: the synchrotron radiation should be necessarily taken into consideration at a description of global photon and dilepton data. For the most central collisions (where the relative effect due to the synchrotron radiation is minimal compared with other volume sources because of a size factor 1/r) the boundary photons contribute to the experimentally measured rate of direct photons at the level of 10%.
To select this new uncommon mechanism of radiation unambiguously we suggest to study the noticeable specific anisotropy in the angle distribution of leptons with respect to the three-momentum of pair. The origin of this anisotropy is rooted in the existence of a characteristic direction in the field where the quarks are moving and it is absent in any model discussed in the current literature to the best of our knowledge. Besides as another distinctive feature the synchrotron radiation will be nonisotropic for the noncentral collisions because the photons are dominantly emitted around the direction fixed by a surface normal, which "mean" value is not zero.
